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SPENCER Home wins exclusivity for EDGY distribution® in Europe
Summer is the season when you are most looking to ventilate the house and create refreshing
drafts. Ventilation is now easy thanks to the EDGY door hold® that is both elegant and durable. Its
elastic design does not damage walls, doors, floors or windows.
EDGY®, the new trendy doorstop made of durable elastic material
Door stops come in a multitude of shapes and colours. EDGY® can easily be described as a design
model: original, playful, colorful and much less classic than the existing versions, it is nevertheless very
functional. It can also be used as a window blocker. The goal is the same: to ventilate the house.
Produced in Europe, the EDGY® door- and windowstopper is made of flexible and durable TPE.
Why and how to use EDGY®?
It has never been easier to ventilate. With the EDGY® doorstop, you can ventilate your home easily,
efficiently and sustainably. Open the door and secure EDGY® between the door and the floor. That's
all! Because EDGY® is made of elastic material and has a higher and lower part, regardless of the
distance between the door and the floor. It's creeping in everywhere. The wiring creates a current of
air and ensures the evacuation of moist air. A simple gesture to say goodbye to mould, the humidity
of the walls and the smells of musty.
Trendy design and many other benefits
The EDGY® door stop and window stopper is available in four trendy colours (black, red, lilac and
chocolate), it blends harmoniously into any interior. According to our research, customers buy their
door restraints by 2 in more than three-quarters of cases. So we decided to market a duo pack. But
these are not the only benefits.
The EDGY ®:
- is made of a durable and virtually unbreakable material;
- features a rounded design that's the most elegant;
- does not damage walls, doors, windows or floors;
- settles down and withdraws easily;
- Keeps all doors and windows (even those with a zippered arm) open;
- provides a competitive value for money.
Distribution to DIY stores and benelux garden centres is provided by Distrisales.
Further informations : www.spencer-home.store

